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IN THE MUSEUM: LIBERATION & THE LEGACY OF NUREMBERG
“I have reported what I saw and heard, but only part of it;
for most of it, I have no words.”—Edward R. Murrow
Look at the photographs of liberation of the camps. One witness says, “Here are true
pictures—I saw them with my own eyes.” What do you see?
§ Responses will vary….
Listen to the accounts of liberation. What is the most enduring memory each has?
§ Mary Lou Ruhlé:
§

Henry Lenga:

§

Leslie Iles

What is the St. Louis connection to the Nuremberg trials?
§ Whitney Harris
§

Joseph Pulitzer

What charges were brought against the individual defendants at the International
Military Tribunal?
§
§
§
§

What other trials were held at Nuremberg?
§
§
What is the legacy of the Nuremberg Trials?
§
§
§
Want to know more?
§ Nuremberg. Evil on Trial. James Owen. Headline Review [London], 2006
§ Profile of Ben Ferencz, who prosecuted the Einstazgruppen trial at
Nuremberg. The Atlantic; May 9, 2014.
§ An Anatomy of the Nuremberg Trials: A Personal Memoir. Telford Taylor.
Skyhorse Publishing, 2013.
§ Tyranny on Trial. Whitney R. Harris. Texas A&M University Press, 1999.
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for most of it, I have no words.”—Edward R. Murrow
Look at the photographs of liberation of the camps. One witness says, “Here are true
pictures—I saw them with my own eyes.” What do you see?
§ Responses will vary….
Listen
§
§
§

to the accounts of liberation. What is the most enduring memory each has?
Mary Lou Ruhlé: the experience of pure joy
Henry Lenga: “Can I walk out?....Can I fix your watch?”
Leslie Iles: So hungry; the denial of the reality by the townspeople.

What is the St. Louis connection to the Nuremberg trials?
§ Whitney Harris was a prosecutor, representing the Americans
§ Joseph Pulitzer was an eye witness to Nazi atrocities at Dachau and reported on
them in the Post-Dispatch: “99% of what has appeared in the American press has
been an understatement.” [1945]
What charges were brought against the individual defendants at the International
Military Tribunal?
§ Conspiracy to wage aggressive war
§ Waging the aggressive war
§ Wartime killing not justified by military necessity
§ Crimes Against Humanity
What other trials were held at Nuremberg?
§ Einsatzgruppen
§ Physicians
What is the legacy of the Nuremberg Trials?
§ The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by he United Nations
§ The International Court at the Hague (World Court)
§ The Nuremberg Protocols (medical research guidelines)
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